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Time: 3Hrs                                                                        Max. Marks: 80
                                              PART-A
                                                                                                4x10=40M

Instructions: 1) Answer all  questions.
2) Each question carries four marks .

1) Diffrentiate between ‘Optimistic behaviour’  and Pessimistic behaviour’.

2) How does adaptability help us to respond positively?

3) How is ‘Short-Term Goal’different from a ‘Long-Term Goal?

4) What is Self-motivation? How does it help one to achieve what we desire
for?

5) What is the importance of prioritizing in Time Management?

6) How is ‘opinion’ different from ‘fact’?

7) Write similarities between a bird and a plane?

8) What is the importance of Team work over Individual work?

9) How does a leader inspire his/her team with his/her life?

10) Define Stress and Stress Management techniques.
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PART-B
                                                                                               10x4=40M

Instructions: 1) Answer any four questions
2)  Question No 15 and 16 are compulsory.
3)  Each question carries ten marks.

11) “Could we change our attiude,we should not only see life differently, but
life itself would come to be different” - Explain the above quotation with
examples regarding Attitude.

12) Write the story of a donkey which saved its life when the farmer wanted to
bury it alive. Write about the importance of Adaptability.

13) Elaborate the Term ‘SMART’ in connection with Goal Setting. Explain each
factor in detail?

14) Explain the importance of ‘prioritizing ‘, ‘panning’ and ‘scheduling of work’
in connection with ‘Time Management’

15) a) Use your creative thinking and mention at least five ways a ‘Tyre’ can
be used differently from the original purpose for which it is meant.

(OR)
b) Write about the important principles of problem solving.

16) a) Select ten things you would like to carry with you for a mountaineering
expedition.

(OR)
b) How can an umbrella and a compact disc be used additionally?
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